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STRONG MORITA EQUIVALENCE FOR HEISENBERG 
C*-ALGEBRAS AND THE POSITIVE CONES OF 

THEIR ^-GROUPS 

JUDITH A. PACKER 

Introduction. In [14] we began a study of C*-algebras corresponding to 
projective representations of the discrete Heisenberg group, and classified 
these C*-algebras up to *-isomorphism. In this sequel to [14] we continue 
the study of these so-called Heisenberg C*-algebras, first concentrating 
our study on the strong Morita equivalence classes of these C*-algebras. 
We recall from [14] that a Heisenberg C* -algebra is said to be of class /, 
/ G {1, 2, 3}, if the range of any normalized trace on its K0 group has 
rank / as a subgroup of R; results of Curto, Muhly, and Williams [7] on 
strong Morita equivalence for crossed products along with the methods of 
[21] and [14] enable us to construct certain strong Morita equivalence bi-
modules for Heisenberg C*-algebras. For those of class 2 we are able to 
prove the following: 

PROPOSITION 1.6. Let /Jl5 f$2 be irrational numbers, and pl/ql, p2/q2 

rational numbers in lowest terms. Then H(^{, P\/q\) is strongly Morita 
equivalent to H(fi2, p2/

fq2) if and only if there exists 

r *) e GL(2, Z) 

with 

W\$\ + b 
qiPi = cqlf3l + d 

For class 3 Heisenberg C*-algebras, the strong Morita equivalence 
classes can be described as follows: 

THEOREM 1.8. Let H(ax, jix) and H(a2, j82) be Heisenberg C*-algebras of 
class 3 where ai9 fit e R, / = 1, 2. Then H(ax, ft^ is strongly Morita 
equivalent to H(a2, fi2) if and only if there exists 

GL(3, Z) 
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834 JUDITH A. PACKER 

with 

aax + ft/Jj + c dax + e$x + / 
a2 = and p2 = • 

ga, + A/?! + i g«! + /*/?! + / 

Class 1 Heisenberg C*-algebras were shown to be strongly Morita 
equivalent to the universal rotation algebra in [14]. 

The above ideas can be restated more vividly as follows: One can 
associate to each element of the real projective plane a Heisenberg 
C*-algebra (this correspondence is not one-to-one). With respect to 
this correspondence the strong Morita equivalence classes Heisenberg 
C*-algebras are parametrized by the orbit spaces GL(3, Z ) \RP 2 , where 
GL(3, Z) acts on RP viewed as lines in R . 

By using these strong Morita equivalence bimodules we are able to 
construct projective modules corresponding to each element in the 
positive cone of the ^-groups involved, which we show to consist 
precisely of those elements having positive dimension under the range of a 
trace, and [0]. The endomorphism ring for each of the projective modules 
constructed is itself a matrix algebra over some Heisenberg C*-algebra. 
This allows us to prove cancellation for these C*-algebras of class 2 and 3, 
using methods suggested by the work of M. Rieffel on cancellation for 
irrational rotation algebras [21]. As in [21], the calculation of the range of 
a faithful, normalized trace on the AT0-group and of projective modules for 
the / / (a , ft) plays an important role in distinguishing between inequivalent 
C*-algebras; in fact the order structure of this range completely deter
mines the strong Morita equivalence classes of Heisenberg C*-algebras. 

We hope that the method used here in the construction of the strong 
Morita equivalence bimodules and finitely generated projective modules 
for these C*-algebras can be used as a model in the attempt to prove 
similar results for twisted group C*-algebras corresponding to more 
general nilpotent discrete groups. 

The structure of our work is as follows: In the first section we discuss a 
constructive method for forming strong Morita equivalence bimodules 
between Heisenberg C*-algebras which, when applied together with the 
isomorphism theorem of [14], allows us to determine the strong Morita 
equivalence classes for all Heisenberg C*-algebras. In the second section 
we discuss the positive cone of the AT0-group for Heisenberg C*-algebras, 
which we are able to identify as those elements of the K0-gvoup having 
strictly positive trace, and [0]. This identification involves the determina
tion of representatives up to stable equivalence of all projective modules 
for H(a, /?) and a description of their endomorphism rings. This allows us 
to prove cancellation for Heisenberg C*-algebras of class 2 and 3, by the 
method of Rieffel. 

After preparing the first version of this paper we received the preprint 
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"Projective modules over higher dimensional non-commutative tori", by 
Marc Rieffel in which among many other results all finitely generated 
projective modules are constructed and cancellation is proved for 
"non-rational" non-commutative tori. We would like to thank Professor 
Rieffel for many helpful remarks, and for showing us the above and other 
relevant preprints of his work. 

1. The classification of Heisenberg C*-algebras up to strong Morita 
equivalence. To begin this section we review several relevant facts from 
[14] about Heisenberg C*-algebras, and crossed products of strong Morita 
equivalence bimodules for unital C*-algebras, which will be crucial in our 
subsequent construction of strong Morita equivalence bimodules for the 
Heisenberg C*-algebras. The constructions we will use stem from 
techniques outlined in [14] which are in turn applications of the method of 
Cur to, Muhly, and Williams [7] and F. Combes [5]. 

A twisted group C*-algebra generated by a 2-cocycle on the discrete 
Heisenberg group taking values in T is termed a Heisenberg C*-algebra. 
Such a C*-algebra is determined by three unitary generators, U, V, and W, 
which satisfy the relations 

UV = e2™VU, WV = elmi^VW, and UW = VWU 

for some a, /? e R. We denote, for fixed a, j8 e R, the corresponding 
C*-algebra by H(a, ft). The range of any faithful normalized trace on 
K0(H(a, /?) ) is equal to Z + aL + £Z; H(a, /?) is termed of class /, 
/ e {1, 2, 3}, if this subgroup of R has rank /'. The following result from 
[14] classifies the isomorphism types of the Heisenberg C*-algebras: 

THEOREM 1.1. Let H(ah (}{) and H(a2, /?2) be two Heisenberg 
C*-algebras. Then H(a{, Pi) is * -isomorphic to H(a2, /?2) if and only if there 
exists 

with 

e2via2 = e2iri(aax + b^x) ^ j e2mfi2 = e2iri{cax +df$x) ̂  

This theorem contains as corollaries the facts that Heisenberg 
C*-algebras of class 1 can be parametrized by 

{4°) | r feN) 
and Heisenberg C*-algebras of class 2 can be parametrized by 

W« pi • • 1 L il - , - l | irrational a G 0, - , 
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rational -
2 

in the lowest terms 

An important tool in the proof of Theorem 1.1 was the construction of 
strong Morita equivalence bimodules between certain Heisenberg C*-
algebras, using the crossed product techniques of Curto-Muhly-Williams 
[7] and Combes [5]. Recall that if X is a left module for the C*-algebra A 
which is a left A -rigged space, and if a: G —> Aut(A) is an action of the 
locally compact group G on A, we say that (A, a, G) is a unitarily 
covariant system with respect to X if there exists a strongly continuous 
homomorphism U:G —» Aut(JQ which satisfies 

(1) (Ugx, Ugy) = a(g)( (x, y)A) Vg G G, Vx, y G X 

(2) Ugoao Ug-i = a(g)(a) G End(X), Vg G G, Va G ,4. 

Then the following is true [5], [7], [14]: 

THEOREM 1.2. Let A — X — B be a strong Morita equivalence bimodule 
for unital C*-algebras A and B, and suppose that (A, a, G) is a unitarily co-
variant system with respect to X. Then there exists a continuous action fi of G 
on B such that (B, fî, G) is unitarily covariant with respect to X, and the 
crossed product C*-algebras A X aG and B X «G are strongly Morita 
equivalent to one another. The action ft is defined by 

f3(g)(b) = Ug(b(Ug-i)) e E n d ^ = B. 

We will use Theorem 1.2 to establish 

LEMMA 1.3. Let a be irrational and let 

la b\ 
G SL(2, Z). 

\q pi 
Set p = (aa + b)/(qa + p) and choose fi G R. Then H{a, ft) is strongly 
Morita equivalent to H(p, —fi/(qa + /?)). 

Proof We first consider the case where q is odd and qa + p > 0. We let 
Aa represent the rotation algebra corresponding to a, i.e., Aa is generated 
by unitaries U and V satisfying 

UV = e27riaVU. 

Let G = R X Z/\q\Z and let H and Kbe the following subgroups of G: 

H= {(n,[pn]):n G Z}, 

K = { (fly, [n] )\n G Z} for y = \/(qa + p). 

Rieffel in [21] showed that 

(aa + b) 
C*(K\G9 H) = Aa and C*(G/H, K) = Ap for p 

(qa + p) 
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and constructed a strong Morita equivalence bimodule between Aa and Ap 

by completing CC(G), which has a C*(G/H, K) - C*(K\G, H) bimodule 
structure, to a strong Morita equivalence bimodule Ap — X — Aa. We 
recall that f o r / 0 , [n] ) e C(G), 

At,[n])Ua= f(t - \,[n - p]), 

fit, [n] )Va = / ( / , [n] )J«W'y-»V<,\ w h e r e y
 l 

qa + p 

Upf(t, [n] ) = / ( / + y, [n + 1] ), 

Vpf(t,[n]) = e2m[(a"-t)/«]f(tAn]). 

Define a map Q:CC(G) -» CC(G) by 

fi(/)(U«]) = «2"*(')/( [ » ] ) / ( f + £,«) 

where 

• — s - * -
#a + p 

g(t) = -L,2 + ((i - ^ y ) / w - J - l 
2yq \ 2yq) 

/ ( [ « ] ) = e2Wi(l + ^) [ ( / i ( / i+ l ) ) /2^ 

We use the assumption that q is odd here, in order to ensure that / is well 
defined on Z/\q\Z. By calculation one can verify that 

(1) QiiQ'VWJ = fe2"ifiVa \ 
(2) Q( (Q- '/)£/„) = fV*Ua f e CC(G) 

(3) <Qf,Qf)Aoi=^w((f,f)A)i 
where s/w is the automorphism of Aa sending Ua to V*Ua and J^ to 

By (3), we have 

\\(Qf,Qf)AJ\ = IK/,/)Jlv/e cc(G) 
so that Q extends to a map on the completion of CC(G) as a strong Morita 
equivalence bimodule for Ap and Aa, X{p, q). Then (Aa, s/w, Z) is a 
unitarily covariant system for X(p, q) and by Theorem 1.2 there exists an 
action of Z on ^4p with i p X Z strongly Morita equivalent to 

Aa X ^ Z = tf (a, y8). 

A straightforward calculation shows that the action on A determined by 
Q is conjugate to the action 

TJ -+ y*Tj y _» -2irifi/(qa+p)y 
^p r p wp> rp c rp* 
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4 

Hence X^ ^ X QZ gives a strong Morita equivalence bimodule between 
H(p, — fi/(qa + p) ) and H(a, /?), where p = (aa + b)/(qa + /?), where 
(q, p) = 1 and # is odd. If q is even, then a must be odd, since 

Then by the above proof H(a, /?) is strongly Morita equivalent to 

(qa + p)/(aa + b), - P ). 

But (_Ç ô) n a s a s i t s lower left entry an odd number as well so that 

H(~(qa + p)/(aa + Z>), - 0 / ( u a + b)) 

is strongly Morita equivalent to 

H((aa + 6) / ( 9a + p), -p/(qa + />)), 

as desired. 

Actually we can combine our observations to produce 

LEMMA 1.4. Let a be irrational and let 

la b\ 
GL(2, Z). 

\q PI 
Let p = (aa + b)/(qa + p) and let j8 G R. Then H (a, ft) is strongly Morita 
equivalent to H(p, fi/(qa + / ? ) ) . 

Proof. When 

la b 
e 5L(2, Z), 

Lemma 1.3 shows that H (a, ft) is strongly Morita equivalent to H(p, —/?/ 
(qa + /?)). But by Theorem 1.1, H(p, —fi/(qa + /?)) is *-isomorphic 
to H(p, (i/(qa + /?)). Hence 7/(a, /?) is strongly Morita equivalent to 
7/(p, fi/(qa + p)). Now assume 

det(" * ) = - ! . 
w PI 

Then 

("J "J) - SL,2, Z> 

so that H(a, /?) is strongly Morita equivalent to 

H(-(aa + b)/(qa + /?), £/(#« + /?)). 
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But H( — (aa + b)/(qa + p), /i/(qct + p) ) is *-isomorphic to 

H( (aa + b)/(qa + p\ /3/(qa + />) ). 

Hence H (a, /?) is strongly Morita equivalent to H(p, fi/(qa + p)) as 
desired. 

Remark 1.5. The strong Morita equivalence bimodule established be
tween H (a, ft) and / /(p, —fî/(qa + /?) ) in Lemma 1.4 is in fact a projec
tive module for H (a, /?). The projection in H (a, ft) corresponding to this 
projective module is the projection in Aa X Z corresponding to the ini
tial Ap — Aa equivalence bimodule, i.e., the projection in Aa of trace 
\qa + p\. 

Lemma 1.4 is valid for any /? e R, but we now restrict ourselves to class 
2 Heisenberg C*-algebras corresponding to Anzai's skew-product actions 
on the torus, i.e., we let /? = 0 (and a be irrational). Lemma 1.4 then gives 
an alternate proof of Theorem 4.1. of [12], and we can extend it further as 
follows: 

PROPOSITION 1.6. Let fix and fi2 be irrational numbers, and px/qx, p2/q2 

rational numbers in lowest terms. Then H(fix, px/qx) is strongly Morita 
equivalent to i/(j82, Pi^Qi) if and only if there exists 

( : M 

with 

aq\P\ + b 
cqx(ix + d 

Proof. In 2.8 of [14] we showed via the crossed product technique that 
H(fil9 px/qx) is strongly Morita equivalent to H(qx/3X, 0) and H(P2, P^Qi) 
is strongly Morita equivalent to H(q2fi2, 0)- If 

*) e GL(2, Z), 

4202 = 

*) e GL(2, Z), 

we can use Lemma 1.4 to show that H(qxfix, 0) is strongly Morita 
equivalent to H(q2fi2, 0), which implies the desired result, by transitivity of 
strong Morita equivalence. If H(fix, px/qx) is strongly Morita equivalent to 
H(fi2, p2/q2), then H(qxfix, 0) is strongly Morita equivalent to H(q2fi2, 0). 
Then the tracial argument given in [12, 4.1] shows that there exists 

(: 3 e GL«
 z» 

with 

cq\P\ + d 
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We now move on to the study of class 3 Heisenberg C*-algebras, so that 
a and (i are irrational and the numbers 1, a, ft are linearly independent. 
We have enough information to develop necessary and sufficient 
conditions under which two class 3 Heisenberg C*-algebras are strongly 
Morita equivalent. 

THEOREM 1.7. Let H(ax, ftx) and H(a2, ft2) be class 3 Heisenberg 
C*-algebras where at, ftt G R, / = 1, 2. Then H(ax, ftx) is strongly Morita 
equivalent to H(a2, ft2) if, and only if there exists 

a b c\ 
d e / G GL(3, Z) 
g h ij 

with 

a2 = (aax + bftx + c)/(gax + hftx + /) 

j82 = (<fa, + eftx + f)/(gax + hftx + /). 

Proof We first show sufficiency. We will do this by constructing an 
equivalence bimodule between the two C*-algebras in question. This 
bimodule will provide a projective module over H(ax, ftx) whose 
corresponding projection has trace \gax + hftx + i\. Suppose 

la b c\ 
\d e f \ = Q G GL(3, Z) 
\g h i) 

satisfies equations (*) with respect to (ax, ftx) and (a2, ft2). It follows that 
g, h, i have no common factor so that we can write gax + hftx + / a s 
DGax + DHftx + i where (G, H) = 1 and ( A /) = 1, D, G, 7/ G Z. Find 
g', /z', w, « G Z with g'G — /*'// = 1 and im — Dn = 1. Then set 

/G # 0\ / / I 0 m\ 
S - \h' gf 0 and T = 0 1 0 ; 

\0 0 1/ \D 0 i) 

we claim that ( g £ - 1 r _ 1 is a matrix of the form 

J K L\ 
M N Rl J, K,L, M,N9R G Z, 
0 0 1/ 

which implies that /TV — KM = zb 1. One calculates, as follows, that 

/ g' -H 0W i 0 - m \ 
^ - i r - i = ç\-h' G 0 0 1 0 . 

\ 0 0 l / \ - Z > 0 «/ 

We need only compute the bottom row of this product. The first entry 
in the bottom row is 
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DGig' - DHih' - iD = iD(Gg' - Hh') - iD = 0. 

The second entry of the bottom row is 

-DGH + DHG = 0. 

The third entry of the bottom row is 

-mDg'G + mh'DH + in = -rnD(g'G - h'H) + in 

= in — mD = 1. 

Thus, 

/ / K L\ 
QS'XT~X =\M N Rl 

\ 0 0 1/ 

as promised. Hence 

/ / K L\ln 0 m\[G H 0\ 
Q = \M N R 0 1 0 \\h' g' 0 . 

\ 0 0 1/VD 0 i / \ 0 0 1/ 

By Theorem 1.1, H(ah /?j) is *-isomorphic to H(a\ /?') where 

a' = Gax + Hfil9 j8' = A'»! + g'fix, 

hence is strongly Morita equivalent to H(a\ fi'). By Lemma 1.4, H(a\ /?') 
is strongly Morita equivalent to H(a", /}") where 

a" = (m + na')/(i + £>£'), )8" = j8V(i + Z>j8')-

Finally setting a'" = Ja" + K$'\ j8'" = Ma" + JVj8", we have that 
H(a"\ /}'") is *-isomorphic to (hence strongly Morita equivalent to) 
H (a", /}"), again by Theorem 1.1. Since (a2, fi2) satisfies equation (*), 
it is easy to check that 

a'" = a2 mod 1 and 0 '" = j82 mod 1, 

and thus by transitivity of Morita equivalence H(ah jSt) is strongly Morita 
equivalent to H(a2, j82)- This shows the sufficiency of condition (*) to 
produce strong Morita equivalence. 

We now check the necessity of the condition, i.e., that if the class 3 
C*-algebra H(al9 /3X) is strongly Morita equivalent to H(a2, fi2) then there 
exists 

( a b c\ 
d e f\ e GL(3, Z) 
g h ij 

with 
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a2 = (aax + bfix + c)/(gax + hfix + i) mod 1, 

P2 = (dax + e(3x + f)/(gax + h/3x + z) mod 1. 

Suppose that H(ax, /3X) is strongly Morita equivalent to H(a2, j62), where 
both are class 3 Heisenberg C*-algebras. Let X be the equivalence 
bimodule and let T be the (unique) normalized trace on H(ax, jSx). Then r 
induces a trace Indx(T) on H(a2, /?2). By [19, Corollary 2.6] 

(lnd^)(K0(H(a2, /?2) ) = T*(K0(H(ai, 0,) ) ) = Z + a,Z + j8,Z. 

If we denote the normalization of Ind^(T) on H(a2, fi2) by n(lndx(r) ), it 
follows that there exists r e R with 

/i(Indyr) * (K0(H (<x2, /32) ) ) = r ( Ind^ r ) ) * (tf0(# (a2, £2) ) ) 

= r(Z + «jZ + j8,Z). 

But we know that the image of any faithful normalized trace on 
K0(H(a2, j32) ) (and in fact there is only one) is equal to Z + a2Z + /?2Z. 
Hence 

l/r(Z + a2Z + /32Z) = Z + cqZ + ^ Z . 

Thus there are integers a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i with 

-a2 = aax + b/$x + c, 
r 

(1) -fi2 = <fa, + ej8, + / , 
r 

- = gax -h AjSj + /. 
r 

A routine calculation similar to that given in [24] using the fact that 

Z + a2Z + £2Z = r(Z + c^Z + ftZ) 

shows that 

/A ft c\ 
\d e f e GL(3, Z). 

\g * '7 

As for class 1 Heisenberg C*-algebras, in [14] it is shown that they are 
all strongly Morita equivalent to C*(H), the universal rotation algebra. 

With these preliminary results in hand we are now in a position to 
determine necessary and sufficient conditions that two Heisenberg 
C*-algebras be strongly Morita equivalent. Our aim is to associate to each 
strong Morita equivalence class a GL(3, Z)-orbit in the real projective 
plane. This point of view was first suggested to us by Marc Rieffel, from 
consideration of our Theorem 1.7. 
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First, consider the real projective plane RP 2 as lines through the origin 
in 3-space. We construct a correspondence 

^:RP2 -» {H(a, 0) \a, 0 e R} 

as follows. Divide RP 2 into the disjoint union Ex U E2 U E3 where 

Z?! = {the line passing through (1, 0, 0) = /j}, 

E2 = {lines contained in the xy plane z = 0} — El9 

E3 = RP 2 - (Ex U E2). 

Note that each element in E2 passes through the line y = 1, z = 0, and 
each element in E3 passes through the plane z — \. Thus we can para
metrize £ 2 by { (a, 1, 0):a E R} and E3 by the set of points { (a, /?, 1), 
a, P e R}. Let 

THRP 2 -> R2 

be given by 

<h) = (1, 0), 

T(/ 2 ) = («/2, 1), 

^(/3) = (ah, fih), 

We define 

U 
h G 2̂> 2̂ § o e s through (az, 1, 0), 

/, E3, /3 goes through (a/q ft,. !)• 

t^RP 2 -» {#(a , 0) |a, /? e R} 

by 

^(/) = tf (ff(/) ). 

The map \p is not one-to-one but it is onto. Now GL(3, Z) acts on R 
sending lines through the origin to lines through the origin and we thus 
obtain an action of GL(3, Z) on RP2 . We want to associate the strong 
Morita equivalence classes of Heisenberg algebras to the orbit space 
GL(3, Z) \RP 2 . 

THEOREM 1.8. Let /l5 l2 ^ RP . Then \p(lx) is strongly Morita equivalent 
to \p(l2) if and only if there exists M e GL(3, Z) with M(lx) = l2. 

Proof Suppose M(lx) = l2 for M e GL(3, Z). We claim that ty(h) is 
strongly Morita equivalent to \p(l2). 

To show that \p(l) is strongly Morita equivalent to \p(M(l) ), it is enough 
to check that \p(M(l) ) is strongly Morita equivalent to \p(l), V/ e RP 2 and 
VAf e S, where S is a finite set of generators for GL(3, Z). It is well 
known that the group GL(3, Z) is generated by 

S = 
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(see [10], p. 34 for details). Thus one need only check that \p(M(l) ) is 
strongly Morita equivalent to \p(l) for M e S. One does this by employing 
the results of this section and Theorem 1.1; we leave details to the 
reader. 

Since S generates GL(3, Z) it follows that ^(M(l) ) is strongly Morita 
equivalent to i/</) V/ e Ri>2, VM e GL(3, Z). 

We now suppose that \p(l{) is strongly Morita equivalent to \p(l2). 
Suppose \p(lx) is a class 3 C*-algebra. Then \p(l2) is also class 3 so we can 
identify lx = (ax, /?b 1), l2 = (a2, ft2, 1)> h> h G ^ 3 > w n e r e « i> /*i> 1 are 
linearly independent and a2, /?2, 1 are linearly independent. By Theorem 
3.4 of the previous section, there exist 

(a b c\ 
\d e f G GL(3, Z) 

\g h il 
and j , k G Z with 

flat + £/?! + c . . . rf«i + ePx + / 

g«! + A^j + i gax + A^ + i 

But then set 

(I 0 j\ia b c\ 
M = 0 1 fc </ e / G GL(3, Z); 

\0 0 ll\g h if 
we have M(lx) = l2. Suppose that \p(lx), thus \p(l2) is of class 2. There are 4 
possibilities: 

(1) /„ l2 G £3 , 

(2) /, G £2 , l2 G £3, 

(3) /, G £3, /2 G £2 , 

(4) /„ l2 e £2. 

The cases 2, 3 are symmetric. Hence it is enough to examine cases 1, 2 and 
4. We prove only case 1 and leave cases 2 and 4 as an exercise. 

Case 1. Suppose that lx = (ax, fix, 1), l2 = (a2, /?2, !)• Then by 
Proposition 1.6, there exist irrational 5j G R, ph qx G Z with 

(/>„ <?,) = 1, ("j *j) G GL(2, Z), j\, kx e Z, 

and irrational 52 G Z, /?2, q2 G Z with 

(/»2. <72) = 1, (^2 ^ ) e GL(2, Z), and y2, k2 G Z, 

such that 
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5i> — = (a\<*\ + M i + j h cxax + dxpx + kx\ \ qxJ 

32, — = (02a2 + ^2^2 + 7*2' C2a2 + ^2^2 + ^ ) -
^ ft' 

Set 

/*1 b\ J\\ [a2 b2 Jl\ 
Mx = \cx dx kX M2 = \c2 d2 kX 

\ 0 0 1/ \ 0 0 1/ 

Both Mx and M2 are in GL(3, Z) and 

M ^ ) = (axA, l), M2(/2) = ( a 2 A l). 

Since ^(/j) is strongly Morita equivalent to ^(/2), and since ^(M^/j) ) and 
\p(M2(l2) ) are *-isomorphic to \p(lx) and ^(/2), respectively, it follows that 
H(ax, px/qx) is strongly Morita equivalent to H(a2, p2/q2). We can find 
mx, nx, m2, n2 e Z with 

t :;)-"<") - (:;P^SL^ 
Then 

/l 0 0\ /l 0 0\ 
0 m} px \= Nx and 0 m2 p2\= N2 

\0 nx qx) \0 «2 #2/ 

are both in GL(3, Z), and 

j v f ' ( a , A i ) = (9l5„o, l), 

^ " ' ( ^ A l) = (?232. 0, 1). 
?2 

It follows that H(q{&x, 0) is strongly Morita equivalent to H{q7à2> 0)- By 
Lemma 1.4 there exists 

(z i) G GL^ Z>> 
with 

xqxax + y 
~ _L = fta2« 

Then 
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tx 0 y\ 
0 1 0 = P e GL(3, Z) 

\z 0 w/ 

and ^ ( ^ , 3 , , 0, 1) = (q2à2, 0, 1). It follows that 

M2
lN2PN^{Mx(ax, /?„ 1) = (a2, y82, 1). 

SinceA/2"
1iV2i

>iV1
_1Af1 e GL(3,Z) we obtain the desired result for case 1. 

Now suppose that \p(l\) and \p(l2) are of class 1. We shall show that /, 
and l2 are in the GL(3, Z) orbit of (1, 0, 0). If i//(/,) is of class 1, then 

/, e { (1, 0, 0) } U { (p/q, 1, Oy.p/q e Q} 

U { (p/q, r/s, iy.p/q, r/s e Q} = Q. 

Now 

la b c\l\\ la\ (a/g, dig, 1), g * 0, 
J e / 0 = \d\~ (aid, 1, 0), g = 0, J * 0, 

\g A i / W W ( ± 1 , 0 , 0 ) , d = g = 0. 

As 

(a 6 c\ 
^ e A 
g h i) 

varies over GL(3, Z), it is easily checked that 

la b c\l\\ 
U e / 0 
\g h i)\oj 

varieks over all of the set Q\ we leave details to the reader. 
Thus if \p(lx) and ^(/2) are of class 1, lx and /2 are in the same GL(3, Z) 

orbit, as we desired to show. This completes the proof that if \p(l{) and \p(l2) 
are strongly Morita equivalent, l2 is in the GL(3, Z) orbit of lx. Thus we 
may identify the strong Morita equivalence classes of Heisenberg algebras 
with GL(3, Z) \RP 2 . 

Remark. 1.9. The results of Theorem 1.8 taken together with Theorem 
1.1 are natural generalizations of corresponding statements for the 
rational and irrational rotation algebras which can be made using results 
in [19] and [21]. The isomorphism classes of rotation algebras can be 
identified with 

{1, -\}\SX = GL(1, Z ) ^ 1 , 

and the strong Morita equivalence classes of rotation algebras can be 
identified with GX(2, Z)\Ri>1 . 
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2. Construction of the positive cone of K0(H(ay ft) ) and cancellation for 
Heisenberg C*-algebras of classes 2 and 3. The constructive theorems of 
the last section enabled us to form strong Morita equivalence bimodules 
over a wide variety of Heisenberg C*-algebras. As Rieffel noted in [19], 
strong Morita equivalence bimodules for unital C*-algebras can be viewed 
as finitely generated projective bimodules over the C*-algebras in 
question, so that if A — X — B is a strong Morita equivalence bimodule 
between the unital C*-algebras A and B, X is a finitely generated 
projective left A-modxxle and B = End^ X. Likewise, X is a (f.g.) pro
jective right 5-module and A = End5 X. 

In this section we use this idea to construct projective modules 
representing all the elements in the positive cone of the AT0-group of a 
Heisenberg C*-algebra. In all three classes, we shall see that in order for 
a non-zero element of K0(H(a, ft) ) to be in the positive cone it is necessary 
and sufficient that its image under T* be positive, where T is a trace on 
H(a, ft). We also show that the endomorphism rings of the projective 
modules constructed are themselves matrix algebras over Heisenberg 
C*-algebras. For class 2 and 3 algebras this will allow us to prove 
analogues of the cancellation theorem of Rieffel for irrational rotation 
algebras [21]. 

We discuss first the construction of (f.g.) projective modules for 
Heisenberg C*-algebras of classes 2 and 3. Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 1.4 of 
the last section will allow us to calculate all of these for the class 2 and 3 
cases. Finding projective modules for class 3 Heisenberg C*-algebras 
is fairly straightforward since they are parametrized entirely by their 
trace, and most of the necessary constructive work was done in the last 
section. Suppose H {a, ft) is of class 3. Then if A, B, C e Z are such that 
p = Aa + Bft + C > 0, Theorem 1.7 allows us to construct a projective 
module of trace p as follows: Let k be the greatest (positive) common 
divisor of A, B, C and write 

Aa + Bft + C = k(ga + hft + /). 
In fact we can find integers /, D, G, H with (/, D) = 1, (G, H) = 1, 
g = DG, h = DH, i = /'. As we did in the proof of Theorem 1.7, we can 
construct a strong Morita equivalence between H(a, ft) and H(a', ft') 
where 

, _ (nGa + nHft + m) (h'a + g'ft) 

~ (DGa + DHft + / ) ' ~ (DGa + DHft + /) 

(we keep the same notation as in the first half of the proof of Theorem 
1.7), where the matrix corresponding to this equivalence is given by 

InG nH m\ 
\h' g' 0 . 
\DG DH i) 
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We form the equivalence bimodule 

H(a\ P) - X - H(a, j8). 

From the proof of Theorem 1.7 we see that 

n(lndx(r) ) * (K0(H(a\ j8') ) ) = r(Za + Z£ + Z) 

where 

r = \/(DGa + £ # £ + i). 

Thus the projection with trace 1 in K0(H(a'9 /?') ) corresponds to the 
element in K0(H(a, j8) ) of trace DGa + DHp + / = ga + Aj8 + / in 
K0(H(a, ft) ). By Rieffel's results in Section 2 of [19], the injection of the 
identity projection H(a\ /?') into some matrix algebra over H (a, fS) gives a 
projection with trace ga + /z/? 4- /. To complete the proof, we note that 
the projective module corresponding to 

Aa + £ £ + C = kga + JWijS + A:/ 

is clearly given by the equivalence bimodule 

M*(tf («', ^ ) ) - @x Xt - H(a, 0). 

With this construction in mind we can use Rieffel's and Blackadar's 
results on cancellation to show 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Any Heisenberg C*-algebra of class 3 has cancella
tion. 

Proof. K0(H(a, /?) ) for H(a, /?) of class 3 is totally ordered, has 
arbitrarily small positive elements, and the endomorphism rings for the 
corresponding projective modules are all of the form Mk(H(a', ft') ) which 
have bounded Bass stable rank. Thus Theorem A1 of [2] may be applied to 
conclude that H (a, /?) has cancellation. 

We now turn to the construction of projective modules and their 
endomorphism rings for Heisenberg C*-algebras of class 2. The study of 
the ^-theory of these C*-algebras involves both rational rotation algebras 
and irrational rotation algebras and for that reason is more involved than 
that of the class 3 and class 1 C*-algebras which involve only irrational 
rotation algebras or rational rotation algebras respectively. 

In order to parametrize projective modules it is convenient for us to 
standardize the generators for the ^T0-groups under examination. We first 
consider the class 2 C*-algebra Ha = H(a, 0), which is generated by 
unitaries U, V and W satisfying 

UV = el7riaVU, WV = VW9 UW = VWU, 
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for irrational a. Now Ha can be expanded as a crossed product of Aa by 
the automorphism 6:V —> V, f/—> F*£/, or also as the crossed product of 
C(T2) by 

a:V-> eP^V, W^ VW. 

In either of these formulations, we can see from the Pimsner-Voiculescu 
exact sequence that K0(Ha) is generated by [e\a\]K ^ y [Id]^ and a third 
element constructed from a "twist" involving the element W (here e\a\ 
represents a projection in some Mn(Aa) of trace \a\ ). We choose as our 
final generator for KJHa) the class [Id] — [e(l, 1) ], where e(l, 1) is a 
projection in M2(C(T ) ) of trace one and twist — 1, 

e(1'1) = ( T £*)**? + M0 + M $ ty 
where 

2 

M0 (COS 77/ COS 7Tt s in ^X[0 , l / 2 ] (0 \ 

cos irt sin ÔCro i/2i(0 sin27r/ / 

Mx = 

cos 7T/ sin fl"0([o,i/2](0 s i n ^ 

0 —cos irt sin ^X[i/2,i](0\ 

0 0 

Hence by using the result of Pimsner and Voiculescu (given in the Appen
dix to [15] ) on the image of "Rieffel" projections under the boundary 
maps in their exact sequence for crossed projects by Z, one calculates that 
in the exact sequence 

Kx(Ha) -» K0(Aa) -» K0(Aa) -> K0(Ha) 

-> Kx(Aa) -> Kx(Aa) -* K0(Aa X eZ) 

we have 

*( K I , i) ko(„o)) = [n*,w-
Following Rieffel's terminology given in [21], we say e(\, 1) has trace 1 
and twist — 1, and we get 

tx = [Id] - [e(\, 1) ] e * o ( / y . 

Notation 2.2. In the expression of K0(Ha) as Z © Z © Z we denote 

['(«id) W//„) 

by (0, 1, 0), 

sgn(a)[/(c|„|) ]Ko(Ha) 

by (1, 0, 0), and tx by (0, 0, 1). (Here i:Aa -* Ha is the injection and 
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sgn(a) 
r i, a > o\ 

1-1 , a<0j 

Let us briefly examine another projection in Ha arising from an 
automorphism of Ha which will be of much use to us: 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let stf be the automorphism of Ha which sends 
U —> WU, V —» V, and W —> W and let stf* be the corresponding iso
morphism of K0(Ha) onto itself Then s/* can be denoted by the matrix 

with respect to the standard generators. 

Proof The proof is an easy calculation using the result of Pimsner and 
Voiculescu on Rieffel projections in the appendix to [15] cited above. 

In order to construct representatives of the entire positive cone 
of K0(Ha), we need to consider an isomorphism between K0(Ha) and 
K0(Hl/a) which is determined by a strong Morita equivalence bimodule 
similar to those given in Lemma 1.4. 

LEMMA 2.4. Let irrational a > 0 and let Aa — X — Al/a be the strong 
Morita equivalence bimodule given in [19]. Then there exists a linear 
automorphism Q:X —> X with the properties of Theorem 1.2 such that 

Ha = Aa X Z — X X QZ — Al/a X Z = Hl/a 

is a strong Morita equivalence bimodule whose matrix 

M%J°:K0(Ha) -> K0(HUa) 

is given by 

with respect to the standard generators. 

Proof Since either a o r l / a > 1 it is enough to prove the lemma for the 
case a > 1. 

Let X = CC(R). Then as shown in [19], Xhas the structure of a pre-^41/a, 
^4a-bimodule if we set 

KMJ(f) = e^t,a»mf(t + n), m, n e Z, 

f«)KU2 = / ( ' - na)e-2"imme2"iml, m, n e Z, 

and define the inner products by 
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<F> F>AXI 

(here Ul/a, Vl/a, Ua9 Va represent the generators of Ax/a and Aa respec
tively). Since f e CC(R) these infinite sums are, in fact, finite. 

Employing the methods of Lemma 1.3, we examine the linear auto
morphism Q.X —> X defined by 

(QF)(t) = Gxp(-2mg(t))F(t) where g(t) = \/2(t2/a - t). 

By Theorem 1.2, Q determines actions y and /? on Ha and Hl/a respec
tively which are conjugate to the actions y, /? defined by 

y(UJ = V*Ua, TO = Va, 

P(UVa) = VVaUx/a, ${VVa) = VUa. 

The relations 

(QFX, QF2)Aua = ft <F„ F2)AJ and 

(QF„QF2)Aa = y{(F„F2)A) 

are easily checked so that, as in Lemma 1.3, Q determines a strong Morita 
equivalence bimodule between Al/a X ^Z and Aa X ~Z which we denote 
by X X QZ. It is clear that we can regard Aa X ~Z as Ha with the action of 
y defined by Ad Wa, and Al/a X ^Z can be regarded as Hl/a with the 
action of /? defined by Ad W\/a. 

We now wish to calculate 

M%»(X X gZ). 

It is evident that the first two columns of this matrix must be 

» 

the coupling constant (cf. [14, Def. 2.1] ) 

C%"(X X gZ) = C^'iX) = a 
TT 

(implying that the top two entries in the right-hand column of MH
l/a are 

zero), and it follows that the bottom-most diagonal entry must be =b 1 in 
order that the matrix be in GL(3, Z). 

Let k be the greatest positive integer less than a (by hypothesis, a > 1). 
Following an argument analogous to that on p. 427 of [19], we can find a 
function F G X and 0 < € < a — k with F supported on [0, 1 + e] and 
such that 

= 2 ( 2 ^C + n)F{t + ma + n) Wa
w, 

= 2 ( 2 F(t + na)F(t + na + m) W{% 
weZ W z / 
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(F, F)Aa = UAa. 

Thus, as shown in [19], (F, F)A is a projection in Al/a of the form 

(1) (F, F), = Ux*/a7^T) + m0(t) + mx(t)Ux/a 

where m0(t) = F(t)F(t) and mx(t) = F(/)F(f + 1) (evaluated on 
[0, a] ). 

The map M%/a of K0(Ha) to K0(Hx/a) is determined by the map 

[/>ko(//„) -* [ (F, Fp)HJK0(HVa) 

for p a projection in # a with the obvious extension to projections in 
Mn(Ha). Up e Aa this formula becomes especially easy, since 

< * FP)HU. = <F, Fp)Ay, 

Let />a_£ be a projection in ^4a c Ha of trace 0 < a — k < 1, which we 
denote in terms of our standard generators for K0(Ha) by (1, — k9 0). 
Recall that we can take pa_kof the form 

W ) + *û(0 + W14 
where the graphs of h0(t) and /^(f ) are as on p. 621 of [6]. In the following, 
for any F G. X we let F denote the element of X X ^Z defined by 

m = 0 
F(t,m) = F(0* 

otherwise. 

We now examine (F, Fjtf(pa_k) ) H , where s? is the *-automorphism 
given in Proposition 2.3 so that 

•*(/>«-*) = u*w;hx(t) + h0(t) + hx(t)waua. 
Proposition 2.3 shows that 

^(A-*)W/t) = o . -^D-
We wish to show that 

This will imply by linearity that 

M#'« 

Since the coupling constant between Ha and Hl/a defined by X X QZ 
is a, 

< ls&/(A-*)>t f 1 / a 

is a projection of trace 1 — k/a, and one can calculate that 

0 1 0' 
1 0 0 
,0 0 - 1 , 
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-k (F, Fs?{Pa_k) >„ = W?/aUu£Mt) + fat) + AWÏ,aWi la* 

where f0(t) and fx(t) satisfy Rieffel equations similar to those of Theorem 
1.1 (1), (2), (3) in [19]. By using the previously mentioned result of Pimsner 
and Voiculescu given in the Appendix to [15], calculations show that 

ô(lM%«(W(Pa_k)]Ko(Ha))]Ko(HtJ 

= 8([(F,Fs/(pa_k))Hya]) 

= «( [wr/avr£m + /Oco + m w ^ w ^ > 
= [exp 2mfffi\KMvci 

= lVi/ah^AyJ 

where we are considering the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence 

KoiAJ ^* ~l> K0(AUa) ± K0(HUa) 
S j8* — Id 

with 

and A the left support projection of f\(t)Uya in the enveloping von Neu
mann algebra of Aa. But any element of K0(Hl/a) is completely determined 
by its trace in R and image under S. Thus we have shown that 

[<:«(( />«-*) )k0(tf1/o) = < -* , i, - D J W 

in terms of the standard generators for K0(Hl/a), which implies 

0\ 

as we desired to show. 

Remark 2.5. If a < 0, then the matrix mapping 

K0(Aa) -> K0(AUa) 

given by (_? ~Q) represents the Morita equivalence Al/a — X — Aa. It is 
clear that H_a is *-isomorphic to Ha via the correspondence 

u -* u v —> xv* w —> w* 
Thus 

Ha = H_a - X X Z - H_l/a ~ Hl/a. 
TT 

It is not hard to see in this case that the matrix MH
Va is given by 
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0 - 1 0 

M%" = - 1 0 4 0 0 - 1 / 

The next lemma is much easier to prove than the preceding one, and we 
leave the proof to the reader: 

LEMMA 2.4. Let a be an irrational number, and let n be any integer such 
that a 4- n > 0. Then the matrix 

M%+-.K0(Ha) -» K0(Ha+n) 

obtained via the identification of Ha with Ha+n is expressed in terms of the 
standard generators by 

/ 1 0 0\ 
M%+' = \-n 1 0 . 

\ 0 0 1/ 

Remark 2.7. If a 4- n < 0 then the matrix 

M^:K0(Ha)^K0(Ha+n) 

will be given by 

/ - l 0 0\ 
n - 1 0 . 

\ 0 0 1/ 

We are finally able to prove 

PROPOSITION 2.8. Let a be an irrational real number and let 

P = (aa + b)/(qa 4- p) 

where 

la * 
w pi 

GL(2, Z). 

Then there is a strong Morita equivalence bimodule Ha — Z — Hp whose 
matrix 

M%:K0(Ha) -> K0(Hp) 

yp -qy ° by ay °' 0 0 1 

where y = sgn(^a 4- p). 

Proof. As mentioned in the proof of Theorem 4 of [19] the matrices 
(? J), (1 ?) (or alternatively (_? ~x

0\ Cl
0 _?)) generate GL(2, Z). 
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Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 together with the subsequent remarks show that one 
can arrive at 

p = (aa + b)/(qa + p) 

by a finite chain of equivalences 

where the matrix M^+^X^ is given by an element 

for 

H (-)•(--)•(: :)•(-: 4(:i 4(-ri)f 
One obtains the desired matrix by taking the product of the n — 1 
matrices involved. 

We now are prepared for the following result, which identifies the 
positive cone of the K0 group for class 2 Heisenberg C*-algebras as being 
those elements with positive trace: 

LEMMA 2.9. Let Ha be the C*'-algebra generated by three unitary elements. 
U, V, and W with the relations 

UV = e2"iaVU, VW = WV, and UW = VWU, 

where a is irrational. Let (a, b, c) be an element ofK0(Ha) as represented in 
the standard generators of Notation 2.2. Then there exists a non-zero 
projection p in Mn(Ha) for some positive integer n with 

if and only if aa + b > 0. 

Proof One direction of the lemma is obvious, for if p is a non-trivial 
projection in Mn(Ha) with [p] = (a, b, c), then 

r*([p]) = r(p) = aa + b 

which therefore must be greater than zero. 
As for sufficiency, let d be the greatest (positive) common divisor of a, b, 

and c, and write (a, b, c) = d(l, m, «), where /, m, n have no common 
factor. Let / be the greatest (positive) common divisor of / and m, and 
write 

(a, b, c) = d(fg9 fh9 n) where (g, h) = 1. 

We note that ga + h > 0 since 
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ca + d = dfga + dfh > 0, 

and that (f,n) = 1; hence there exist r, s with rf — sn = 1. 
We now form the following chain of strong Morita equivalences: 

Ha-V3-Hfi-V2- H(fi/f9 s/f) - Vx - Md(H((i/f s/f) ) 

where Vx is given by ®d
i=x H((i/f s/f)i9 

d 

(*> y)Md(H(p/f,s/f))ij = xfyp (*> y)H(p/f,s/f) = ^ xiy*> 
i= 1 

V2 is given as in Example 2.8 of [14], and V3 is given by Proposition 2.8, 
where 

fi = (xa + y)/(ga + h) for (* ^ e SL(2, Z). 

Then 

Ha~V,® V2 ® ^ - M,(^( |8/ / , s/f) 
Hp H(fi/f,s/f) 

is a strong Morita equivalence bimodule, so that if we denote by V the 
bimodule 

V3 0 V2 0 ^, 
7% H(fi/f,s/f) 

F i s a finitely generated projective 7/a-module. The projection in Mk(Ha) 
corresponding to V is given by injecting the C*-algebra Md(H(fi/f s/f) ) 
into a full corner of Mk(Ha) for some fc e N and then calculating the 
image of ldMd(H(p/fs/f)) in A^(#a), say p. Then [ ^ ( / / j is given in terms 
of the standard generators for K(Ha) by 

TT 

MMd(H(0/f,s/f))( V)( [ldh0(Md(H(fi/f,S/f)))) 

= M%/ftS/f)(V3 ® V2)(d[U]KoiHms/f))) 

= M»;(V3)aO,dfdn)l
Ko^)) 

= \y h o\\df\ 
\0 0 1/W 

= (dfg, dfh, dn)' (by Proposition 2.8) 

= (a, b,c)'. 

T h u s , if G, , G2, • • •, Gk a r e e l e m e n t s of V s uch t h a t 

2<G,-, G,)Md(m/fyS/f)) = ldMAH{fi/fs/f)y 

then /? G Mk(Ha) defined by 
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(Plj) = ( <G„ G^jj) 

is a projection in Mk(Ha) with 

[/> W/4) = (*> è' c>> 
as we desired to show. 

Lemma 2.9 constructs examples of all finitely generated projective 
//^-modules up to stable equivalence in K0(Ha). We now can apply 
Theorem A1 of [2]; which is actually a Corollary of Theorem 2.2 of [21], to 
conclude that 

THEOREM 2.10. Every Heisenberg C*-algebra of class 2 or 3 has the 
cancellation property. 

Proof. The result has already been proven for class 3 in Proposition 2.1, 
so we need only concentrate on the class 2 case. Every H(a\ /?') of class 2 
is strongly Morita equivalent to Ha for some irrational number a, so it 
suffices to show that Ha has cancellation. We note that Ha is simple and 
unital, contains arbitrarily small positive elements, and that the Bass 
stable ranks of the endomorphism rings of the projective modules 
constructed in Lemma 2.9 are always ^ 3 (since they are of the form 
Mn(H(fi/q, plq) ) which always has Bass stable rank ^ 3 ) . Hence Theorem 
A1 of [2] may be applied to conclude that Ha has cancellation. 

Remark 2.11. Having proved cancellation, it is clear that corollaries 
analogous to Corollaries 2.3, 2.5 and 2.6 of [21] can be proved for the 
H(a, fi) of classes 2 and 3, and hence for their matrix algebras also. 

To complete this section we calculate representatives for the positive 
cone of the ^-groups of class 1 Heisenberg C*-algebras. Recall that 
any class 1 Heisenberg C*-algebra is *-isomorphic to H(\/n, 0) for some 
n G N. As we mentioned earlier, all such C*-algebras are therefore 
strongly Morita equivalent to C*(H), the rotation algebra. Thus to 
examine the structure of the AT0-group of class 1 Heisenberg C*-algebras it 
suffices to examine K0(C*(H) ) which we do now. Some of the material 
which follows is also found in [1], but we include it here as our approach is 
somewhat different. 

It is clear from the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence that 

K0(C*(H) ) = z © z e z 
and K0(C*(H)) is generated by three projections: the identity, a 
projection ex in M2( (U, V) ), and a projection e2 ^ M2( (V, W) ). Here, 
(U, V) and (V, W) are the C*-subalgebras of C*(H) generated by V, U 
and V, W respectively. As in the beginning of this section, we choose 

e2 = U*M? + M0 + MXU9 

ex = W*M? + M0 + MXW, 
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where Ml9 M0 e M2( (V) ) = M2(C(T) ). 
Since C*(H) can be written as a crossed product in two different ways, 

(V, U) X e Z, or (V, W) X B Z, we have two Pimsner-Voiculescu exact 
sequences corresponding to the following decompositions, of which we 
examine three terms. 

* o ( < ^ > ) + K0((V, £/>) -** , (<K>) 

(1) 

*o( ( ^ ^> ) 

*o( ( O ) -

-> W ( # ) ) 

->tf0W W)) 

->KX((V, W)) 

— • *i( CO ) 

(2) 

*o( <^, U) ) + K0(C*(H)) -> * , ( (V, U) ) 

By naturality of the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence these diagrams are 
commutative and we obtain 

«.(*i) = [V]Kl (<V,W)) 

Hel) = [V)KX((V,U)) 

by using the argument given just before 2.2. It is clear that K0(C*(H) ) is 
generated by the identity, ex, and e2. We now assert that an element of 
K0(C*(H) ) is determined by its images under T*, S1( and S2 where T is any 
normalized faithful trace. First we formulate standard generators for 
K0(C*(H) ). Let tt G K0(C*(H) ) be defined by 

[Id] - [e,], ,• e {1,2}. 

Identify K0(C*(H) ) with Z 0 Z © Z by the correspondence 

[Id] -> (1, 0, 0), 

[',] - (0, 1, 0), 

[t2] -» (0, 0, 1). 

Then we have the following proposition, whose verification we leave to the 
reader. 

PROPOSITION 2.12. Let (a, b, c) e K0(C*(H) ) with the generators as 
described above,^for a, b, c e Z. If r is any faithful normalized trace on 
C*(H), and S1? S2 are the maps in diagrams (1) and (2) above, then 

T*( (a, b, c)) = a, 
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82(a, b, c) = [V~C]KMK w)). 

We shall now calculate the non-trivial part of the positive cone of 
K0(C*(H) ), i.e., those elements of K0(C*(H) ) which can be represented as 
(non-trivial) projections in Mn(C*(H) ) for some n e N. It is clear that in 
order for (a, b, c) e K0(C*(H) ) to correspond to a projection it is 
necessary that 

r(a, b, c) = a > 0. 

We shall show that this condition is sufficient as well, by computing the 
effects of K0(C*(H) ) of certain *-automorphisms of C*(H), similar to 
those constructed by Brenken for the irrational rotation algebra in [3], 
corresponding to elements M G GL(2, Z). Theorem 1.1 shows that there is 
a *-isomorphism between H(a, /?) and H (da + b/i, ca + a(S) for 

which when a — fi = 0 is a *-automorphism of C*(H) onto itself. If 

M =(a
c ^) G GL(2, Z), 

then under the corresponding *-isomorphism, 

W^WaU\ U^WcUd, a n d F ^ F d e t M 

(If desired, we can perturb each AM corresponding to M e SL(2, Z) by an 
inner automorphism and in fact obtain a group action of SL(2, Z) on 
C*(i/), but that is not essential here.) We wish to compute the 
corresponding maps on the A^-group of C*(H\ Let us first consider 
the automorphism corresponding to the matrix (0 x) so that, under 0, 

Vx^ V, WX^W, Ux^ WU. 

Then 

0(e2) = 0(U*M? + M0 + MxU) = U*W*M? + M0 + MxWU 

= W*U*VM? + M0 + MXV*UW. 

(Keep in mind that Ml9 M0 e M2(C*(H) ) so that we are actually 
considering the embeddings of U, V, W in M2(C*(H) ) given by 

Mo l\ H» » -Al D) 
We may now apply the method of Pimsner and Voiculescu, given in the 
Appendix to [15], to calculate Sx(0(e2) ) and H2(0(e2) ), for note that we 
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may view Q(ex) as a Rieffel projection either in M2{ (V, W) ) X Z or in 
M2((V, U)) X Z. Now 

MXV*UU*VMÏ = MjMf, 

and we compute A the left support function projection in M2(C(T) ) as 
being 

/X[l/2,1](0 ° 

0 0. 

Therefore 
r 

cos2 ir*X[i/2,i](0 ° 

\ 0 0/ 

so that 

«i( 0(*i) W*(//))> = [exP(277/MoAi)k1((^t/>) =
 [ ^ « K . I / » -

Similarly, 

52( [0(É?2) ]^o(C*(//))) = [V]KX((V,W))' 

It follows from Proposition 1.2 of [14] that 

in terms of the standard generators. Hence 

«*([W] - [ e j ) = (0 ,1 ,1) . 

We are now in a position to represent the automorphism 0* as an element 
of Aut(Z © Z © Z), therefore as an element of GL(3, Z). With respect to 
our standard generators, our calculations have shown that we may express 
0* as 

/l 0 0\ 
0 1 1 (acting on column vectors on the left). 

\0 0 1/ 

A similar argument shows that examining the *-automorphism 

<j>:C*(H) -> C*(H) 

given by <i>(V) = V, <j>(W) = WU, <j>(U) = U, we obtain 

<f>* = 

Note that (} Ç), the bottom right 2 X 2 corner of 0*, is precisely the 
matrix in SX (2, Z) associated with the automorphism 6. We now note 
that 
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(J !)(_! ?) = (_? 1) and (-1 ?)(J !) = (_! J). 
and it is well known that (_j j) and (_x 0) generate SX (2, Z). Since we 
already know the matrices in GX(3, Z) which correspond to 0* and </>*, and 
these generate 

/l 0 0 \ 
0 SL(2,Z)\, 

we can conclude with the following 

LEMMA 2.13. Let 

1 3 s « « z> 
awd suppose that \p is the *-automorphism of C*(H) onto itself correspond

ing t0 C d) so that 

V -> V, W -» JFfli7c, f/ -> H^£/J 

wwâter \p. Then \p induces the map 

^:K0(C*(H)) -» K0(C*(H)) 

given by 

/I 0 0\ 
0 a bV 

\0 c <// 

W/Y/Ï respect to the standard generators. 

Proof Up to multiplication by an inner *-automorphism of C*(H), \p 
can be expressed as a product of powers of 0 and <f> (this follows from 
known facts about the automorphism group of H). Then t//* can be ex
pressed as a product of powers of 0* and <J>*. Since (Q \) and (J ^ gener
ate SX(2, Z) and these inject into GL(3, Z) via 

and 

the theorem follows from the fact that the map 

\c d) 

is a monomorphism of SL(2, Z) into GL(3, Z). 
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We are now able to construct every element in the positive cone of 
K0(C*(H)): 

THEOREM 2.14. Let (q, a, b) e K0(C*(H) ) be given with respect to 
the standard generators. If q > 0, there exists d e N and a projection 
p e Md(C*(H) ) with 

[Ph0(C*(H)) = («> <*> b)-

Proof. Write (q, a, b) = k(q\ a!, b') where q', a! and b' have no common 
factor and k > 0. Let d be the g.c.d. of a! and b'. Note that (q\ d) = 1 and 
that we can write a! = dm and bf = dn where (m, «) = 1. Find r, s ^ Z 
with 

( ; ; ) s s « 2 , z , 

Then by Lemma 2.13 there exists an automorphism 

xP:C*(H)-> C*(H) 

which induces the map 

t*:K0(C*(H))^K0(C*(H)) 

described by 

/l 0 0\ 
10 m r\ 
\0 n sj 

in terms of the standard generators. Now find n' e N with 

pq' — dri = \ for some p G Z. 

Then by Example 2.8 of [14] there exists a strong Morita equivalence 
bimodule 

C*(H) - X(q\ - d) X Z - T/O'/V, 0) = # ( 1 / ^ , 0). 

The projection in K0(C*(H) ) corresponding to X(q', —d) X Z is precisely 
(q\ d, 0) again by Example 2.8 of [14]. Form now the strong Morita 
equivalence bimodule 

k 
H(\/q\ 0) - .© H(l/q\ 0) - Mk(H(\/q\ 0)), 

and construct the tensor product bimodule 

C*(H) - (X(q\ -d) X Z) ® ( © H(\/q\0) ) - Mk(H(\/q\0) ). 
//(1/4',0)V=1 / 
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Then it is evident that (kqf, kd, 0) is represented by a projection in some 
Mn(C*(H))9 and is the element in K0(C*(H) ) corresponding to the 
projective module 

(X(q\ -d) X Z) 0 f © H(\/q\ 0) ). 
H(\/q',\) \ ' = 1 / 

It follows that 

/l 0 0 \ / M lq\ 
$*(ktf, kd, 0) = 0 m r JfcJ = I a] 

so that (g, a, Z>) is in the positive cone of K0(C*(H) ), as desired. It is clear 
from the construction that the endomorphism ring of the corresponding 
projective module for C*(H) is *-isomorphic to Mk(H(l/q\ 0) ). 

Remark 2.15. Theorem 2.14 constructs representatives for every element 
in the positive cone of C*(H) and shows that for these representatives, the 
endomorphism rings are of the form Mk(H(\/q, 0) ) for some k e N. 
Recall that all Heisenberg C*-algebras of class 1 are strongly Morita 
equivalent to the universal rotation algebra, C*(H), studied in [1], whose 
primitive ideal space was computed by Howe in [9, p. 283]. The question 
of whether or not cancellation holds for their projective modules is an 
open one. 
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